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Abstract
Image Forum is a multiplex institution that consists of the Image Forum Festival,
the Image Forum Institute of Moving Image (for non-degree training in
experimental filmmaking), and a publishing agency; also, as an arthouse
distributor, it owns its own arthouse theaters too. Yamashita Koyo, Festival
Director of Image Forum, surveys the conception and iterations of this
experimental/personal filmmaking institution since 1970. Despite the growing
Yamashita Koyo (
) global reach of Image Forum, Chinese independent films did not enter the festival
until the 2000s. Yet the rapid growth in film works and corresponding interests prompted Image Forum to
initiate new programmes, networks, and competitions to address the lack of organization and synergy
between East Asian filmmakers. A similar development can be seen in programmes on experimental films,
which finds new life in the Asian context. Yamashita also delineates Image Forum’s other functions in arthouse cinema programming and publishing and how each has intersected with various aspects of Chinese
cinema.

概要
Image Forum作为影像机构，其构成包括Image Forum影展(Image Forum Festival)、艺术影院（并有
自⼰的发⾏业务）、致⼒于培养实验影像制作⼈才的映像研究所及出版社。在这篇⽂章中，Image
Forum影展总监⼭下宏洋回顾了Image Forum自1970年成立以来在推动日本国内实验电影与个⼈影像
制作的⽅面所扮演的不可或缺的中⼼位置，尤其是该机构的影展数⼗年以来的发展。尽管Image
Forum影展的选片自90年代后半逐渐开始关注来自亚洲的作品，它与中国独立影像却直到2000年后的
数码时代才开始有交集。尽管影展所展映的来自中国的独立制作作品的数量逐渐增长，亦受到观众
好评，策展⽅仍旧面临渠道和信息的不畅通、东亚作者间缺乏交流等的各类问题。于是，Image
Forum通过与各类组织和个⼈的合作，逐渐扩展了展映中国独立电影的单元与关系⽹。同时，中国年
轻电影作者的强势能量也让日本国内外的实验电影⼈受到鼓舞。在影展之外，⼭下也介绍了Image
Forum是如何通过旗下的艺术影院和杂志与影像出版等活动将不同时期、不同类型的中国电影引介到
了日本。
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Image Forum has played a central role in the experimental/
personal filmmaking tradition in Japan for nearly fifty years. It
started its screening activity in 1970 as Underground Centre
(Underground Cinemateque) and started to distribute
experimental films to cine-clubs, universities and institutions
domestically, and eventually, internationally. The Underground
Centre changed its name to Image Forum in 1977 and
established the Image Forum Institute of Moving Image, which
is a filmmaking workshop to cultivate younger generations of
filmmakers. The regular showcase programme of new works
by experimental/personal filmmakers among the circle was
held in the Image Forum Cinemateque which developed and
became the Experimental Film Festival in 1981 and in 1987 a
competition section was added in the programme and it
changed its name to Image Forum Festival.
Besides showcasing Japanese domestic films, the programme
included films from various regions, although many were from
Europe and North America. The presence of Asian films was
The Image Forum complex

almost non-existent in the early editions of the festival. Then in

1996 Image Forum Festival opened its domestic competition section to Asian countries in order to stimulate
experimental filmmaking in other parts in Asia, also seeking to find potential partner institutions/festivals in this region
(this continued until 2011). Most of the films shown in this section were from the Philippines, Hong Kong, and Korea
where there were already circles of independent film (video) making tradition existing, but no films from China were
shown.
The first films from the Chinese independent scene came to the festival after we entered the digital era, in the 2000s. In
2004, The Red Flag Flies

(2002) by Zhou Hongxiang
:

Historical Photograph

was shown along with Lingchi–Echoes of a

(2002) by Chen Chiehjen

(Taiwan) and Light and Class

빛과 계급 (2004) by Kim Gok 김곡 and Kim Sun 김선 (Korea) as a curated programme. The next year, in 2005, Oxhide
(2005) by Liu Jiayin

was shown in the festival.

Although it was possible to include a few Chinese independent films in the festival programme and interest in the
Chinese independent films from the audience was quite strong, information on the new independent films was very
difficult to access due to lack of institutions or organizations who could handle and bring this information to Japan.
After the collaboration with CinDi (Cinema Digital Seoul) Festival which brought Little Moth
(2007) by Gao Wendong

and Sweet Food City

(2007) by Peng Tao

to the 2009 festival programme, the network which

was cultivated by the festival director Park Kiyong 박기용 in the East Asian region helped Image Forum Festival to
collaborate further with Chinese programmers and filmmakers. One notable collaborative programme for example was
with Zhang Yaxuan

, who curated a programme series called Chinese Experimental Film Today in the festival”s

2010, 2013, and 2015 editions. In those programmes, the works of filmmakers/artists such as Li Ming
Wensheng

, Li Ning

, Li Luo

, and Hu Wei

, Dong

were featured. Zhang also curated Fresh Sensation:

Chinese Independent Animation for the 2012 festival edition, in which she showcased animated works by up-andcoming artists such as Cao Fei
Sun Xun

, Wang Haiyang

(although she was already quite well known then in the contemporary art scene),
, and Lei Lei

.
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Ma Lanhua (left) and Tang Han (right), the winners of the Excellence Prize at the Asian Experimental Competition, 2020

The festival met the radical strong energy of young filmmaking from China, which has a different feeling from the
independent films from our domestic filmmaking culture. In Japanese filmmaking, experimentation in visual language
tends to be more focused on the technical, compared with the more political and metaphorical Chinese experimental
films. This different approach in experimental/personal films from China significantly inspired Japanese experimental
film culture through these screenings.
It became even more difficult to follow experimental/personal filmmaking trends in China after the mid 2010s when the
situation in China for this culture became more and more complicated. Taking this situation in China into consideration,
and in order to seek out more diverse approaches in independent filmmaking in East Asia, Image Forum inaugurated the
East Asian Experimental Competition in 2018. This competition is open to films made in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and China. These East Asian countries share many things in common culturally, although we can see that there is
not much exchange between their independent art sectors. The festival believes that there will be many benefits to film
culture in showcasing and encouraging exchange between the rich variety of independent cinema traditions in this
region.
This year, in 2020, two films, The Honor Among Thieves
Mao (2020) by Tang Han

(2019) by Ma Lanhua

and Pink

, garnered the Award for Excellence in this competition. We have just finished the third

East Asian Experimental Competition in our festival and we intend this section to grow and become established as a
window for the experimental/personal filmmaking scene in China.
Through our network with film festivals around the world, we occasionally present selected programmes for other
international festivals from this competition section. One of the most recent examples is the animated short film Splash
(2019) by Shen Jie

, nominated for the 2019 competition, which was shown online in a Malaysian short film

festival, Seashorts 2020, in an Image Forum-curated programme.
In our 2019 edition of the festival, we organized an Asian Experimental Film Festival Meeting, where festival/
institution organizers gathered and presented programmes from their own region and shared opinions on experimental
filmmaking culture in Asia through discussion sessions. It was possibly one of the first attempts to gather organizations
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from across Asia; organizations from China, Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Vietnam, and Thailand came together under the banner
of ‘experimental film’. From China, Pan Siming
curator of the Times Museum

, associate

in Guangzhou, participated

and presented a programme comprised of three films made by Zhou Tao
, an artist based in the city. The purpose of this event was to
reconsider experimental film, which is a notion that originated in the
west, from an Asian perspective. Also, we thought it would be interesting
to share and compare our own ideas on experimental cinema, the
meaning of which can vary between each part of Asia.
In the year 2000, Image Forum opened Theatre Image Forum, a twoscreen art-house cinema in Shibuya, Tokyo, with the intention to expand
its programming. There, films from the so-called art-house tradition are
screened, occasionally combined with experimental film programmes.
Dennei New Cinema catalogue
©Daguerreo Press Inc.

The presence of Chinese independent films is also significant in this
cinema’s programming. Most of Wang Bing’s

filmography has been released here, including the recent eight-hour plus work Dead Souls

documentary
(2018). Most of these

films have been a commercial success so far despite their extremely lengthy running times. Controversial films such as
Devils on the Doorstep

(2000) by Jiang Wen

and Lou Ye’s

Summer Palace

(2006) were

released in this cinema and also enjoyed commercial success. Recent successful releases were An Elephant Sitting Still
(2018) by Hu Bo

and Kaili Blues

(2015) by Bi Gan

in this cinema.

Another important Image Forum activity is publishing. Its for-profit body, Daguerreo Press Inc., was established in
1980, when the first issue of the monthly magazine Image Forum came out. This magazine features reviews, essays and
interviews on experimental/independent/alternative film and moving-image work. The magazine was very special and
had a distinctive perspective crossing over different genres such as film and contemporary art. The magazine often
featured Chinese cinema, and in 1988 published a special edition, ‘Dennei New Cinema’,1 focusing on the Chinese
Fifth Generation filmmakers and Taiwanese New Wave filmmakers. This edition featured an interview with Chen Kaige
by Oshima Nagisa

when Chen came to Japan in 1986 with his Yellow Earth

(1984). The

magazine was published until 1995, re-started in 2000, but suspended after 2001. However, Daguerreo Press Inc.
continues to release experimental and independent films on DVD.
What we especially notice during these years is the growing interest among younger audiences in Chinese independent
film. It has been said that it is difficult to attract young audiences with Chinese films and indeed in the past the main
audience in Japan for these films has been the older generation who are over fifty and sixty years of age. We see this
tendency in the films from other parts of Asia as well. But we see these days that the younger generation is more open to
Asian youth culture, which is reflected in this tendency in our audience.
We can say that we have been one of the organizations in Japan most active in introducing independent films from
mainland China. We wish to continue to provide a space for Chinese independent films, even though we are based in
Tokyo.
Editors’ Notes
1

The Japanese title, ‘

’, can be literally translated as ‘Electric Shadow New Cinema’.
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